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ASS'RACT (Limit to 1400 apaces, i.e., approximately 15 single-spaced typewritten lines) (18)
<

On January 29, 1999, Clinton Power Stati>n (CPS) was in the process of revising
calculation 19-AJ-70, "MCC Control Circuit. Voltage Requirement," Revision 1.
During this process engineers discovered that the in-rush current value used in
calculation 19-AJ-70 was incorrect for ITT Barton Actuator NH95 Solenoids. On
February 5, 1999, while reviewing this discrepar.cy, it was determined that
circuit OAP56E-2A did not have adequate voltage tu support the circuit's and

,

devices under degraded voltage conditions. This cotAition could prevent proper
operation of Standby Gas Treatment System train "A". A condition report was'

initiated to investigate and track this issue, and a mode restraint was
: established to prevent entering Modes 1, 2, and 3 until resolution of this issue.

Further evaluation of this condition on February 11, 1999, determined that this I'

condition was reportable per the requirements of 10CFR50.73. The cause of this I

: event is inadequate initial design of circuit OAP56E-2A. The corrective actions |
'

} for this event includes determining the correct in-rush current for ITT Barton
i Actuator NH95 Solenoids and revising calculation 19-AJ-70 to reflect the proper i

; in-rush current; upgrading the 480/120 volt alternating current control power
! transformer for circuit OAP56E-2A and changing the degraded voltage relay
; setpoints to support operation of circuit 0AP56E-2A; and performing an extent of

condition review to determine what effect a higher in-rush current for ITT 3artont

Actuator NH95 Solenoids has on other safety-related circuits.
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DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

on January 29, 1999, Clinton Power Station (CPS) was in the process of revising calculation
19-AJ-70, "MCC Control Circuit Voltage Requirement," Revision 1. The purpose for revising,

| this calculation was to confirm proper operation of Motor control Center (MCC) and devices
| bnced on the degraded voltage relay [27) settings. During this process engineers
'

discovered that the in-rush current value used in calculation 19-AJ-70 was incorrect for

ITT Barton Actuator NH95 Solenoids [ SOL). On February 5, 1999, while reviewing this

| discrepancy, it was determined that circuit OAP56E-2A did not have adequate voltage to
| cupport the circuit's and devices with the offsite power source at the analyzed degraded

voltage condition. This condition could prevent proper operation of Standby Gas Treatment
Syctem (SGTS) [BU) train "A". Condition Report 1-99-02-086 was initiated to investigate
end track this issue, and a mode restraint was established to prevent entering Modes 1, 2,
cnd 3 until resolution of this issue. On February 5, 1999, the plant was in Mode 4 (COLD ;

SHUTDONN). Reactor [RC1) coolant temperature was being maintained between 95 and 115 i

d:grees Fahrenheit and Reactor pressure was atmospheric. Further evaluation of this I

condition on February 11, 1999, determined that this condition was reportable per the
requirements of 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(ii)(B).

During the process of revising calculation 19-AJ-70, Revision 1, assumptions used in the
calculation were validated for accuracy. The rigor applied to the validation effort was
critical in identifying an-incorrect assumption used in the calculation for ITT Barton
Actuator NH95 Solenoids in-rush current. This effort was consistent with reinforced
management expectations for quality of engineering products. Revision 1 of OAP56E-2A
contained a value of 0.2 amps or 200 percent of holding current for these solenoids. This
number was based on a telephone conversation with the vendor of ITT Barton Actuator NH95
Solenoids in 1993. On January 29, 1999, the new vendor for ITT Barton Actuator NH95 )
Solenoids was contacted to validate the in-rush current value. Through communication with l

th3 vendor and their review of equipment qualification documentation, it was determined
thtt in-rush current for the ITT Barton Actuator NH95 Solenoids was approximately 300 ;

'

percent of holding current, or 0.3 amps.

An evaluation of the in-rush current discrepancy was initiated to determine what offact the
praliminary value had on plant equipment. As part of this evaluation, circuit 0AP56E-2A
which contains two ITT Barton Actuator NH95 Solenoids was evaluated. On February 5, 1999,
engineers determined that, based on the degraded voltage relay settings and the limitations
of the circuit OAP56E-2A control power transformer [XFMR) (CPT), adequate voltage would not
be available to support proper operation of the circuit's and devices. This condition
could prevent the proper operation of the SGTS train "A". Condition Report 1-99-02-086 was
id tiated to investigate and track this issue. The Shift Manager established a mode
rOctraint to prevent entering Modes 1, 2, and 3 until resolution of this issue.
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Th3'SGTS System consists of two, 100 percent capacity, redundant process systems. During a
d:cign basis accident, SGTS automatically starts to maintain the secondary containment at a,

negative pressure. This prevents possible leakage of radioactive materials from the
s:condary ccatainment to the environment. Air exhausted from the secondary containment is
filtered to remove particulates and organic forms of iodine. The ITT Barton Actuator NH95
Solenoids in circuit OAP56E-2A control operation of SGTS hydromotor operated dampers (DNP]
IVG02YA and IVG04YA. These dampers automatically open upon initiation of SGTS train "A".
Failure of these valves to open would prevent proper operation of SGTS train "A".;

gNsautomaticormanuallyinitiatedsafetysystemresponseswerenecessarytoplacethe
nl.cnt in a safe and stable condition. No equipment or components were inoperable at the
start of this event to the extent that their inoperable condition contributed to this
Cvant.

I This condition ham existed since initial plant operation.

CAUSE OF EVENT
,

Th3 cause of this event is inadequate initial design (undersized CPT) of circuit OAP56E-2A
for degraded voltage conditions. Initial design of this circuit did not account for the
voltage band to which CPS was licensed and the in-rush current of the ITT Barton Actuator
NH95 Solenoids. Additionally, this condition could have been discovered in 1993 had
ctation engineers properly validated the in-rush current value provided by the vendor for
th3 ITT Barton Actuator NH95 Solenoids.

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

Prior to restart, the correct in-rush current for ITT Barton Actuator NH95 Solenoids will
be determined and calculation 19-AJ-70 will be revised to reflect the in-rush current for
ITT Barton Actuator NH95 Solenoids.

Prior to restart, the 480/120 volt alternating current (AC) control power transformer for
circuit OAP56E-2A will be upgraded and the degraded voltage relay setpoints will be
modified to support operation of circuit OAP56E-2A during degraded grid voltage conditions.

Upon V*:termining the proper . <ush current for ITT Barton Actuator NH95 Solenoids, an*

extant of. condition review w.I, be performed to determine what effect the new in-rush
current value has on other safety-related circuits. This review will be completed prior to
plant restart.

4

Ar' LYSIS OF EVENT

: This event is reportable under the provisions of 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(ii)(B) as a condition

: that resulted in the plant operating outside its design basis. During degraded grid
1 voltage conditions, the SGTS train "A" may not have operated as required during a design

basis accident.
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Analysis of the nuclear safety significance and consequences of this event has determined'

that this. event had minimal safety significance. The SGTS System consists of two, 100
percent capacity, redundant process systems. The condition described in this Licensee
Event Report (LER) only affects SGTS train "A". Had SGTS train "A" failed to operate
during a design basis accident concurrent with degraded grid voltage conditions, the
ecdundant SGTS train "B" would have been capable of performi:4 the safety function of this
cystem. .In addition, this condition affects operation of SGTS train "A" only during
digraded grid voltage conditions. It does not affect the operation of SGTS train "A"

during normal grid voltage conditions or when the auxiliary power system is being supplied
by the emergency diesel gaaerators (EK).

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

In 1994, Illinois Power (IP) reported a similar event in LER 94-005 involving improper
Sncond-Level Undervoltage Relay Setpoints which could have prevented the fulfillment of the
cafety function of at least four 120 volt AC instrumentation and control circuits. IP also
rcported a similar event involving the inability of 120 volt AC auxiliary power loads to
properly operate during degraded offsite grid voltage condition in LER 1997-008. During
the current outage, CPS has taken extensive action to address the degraded voltage issue. j

The following modifications have been completed or are nearly completed to address this
icsues installation of more accurate degraded voltage relays, replacement of the existing '

emergency reserve auxiliary transformer (ERAT) [XFMR), and the addition of static VAR
compensators (SVCs) on the ERAT and reserve auxiliary transformer (RAT) (XFMR]. Completion
of these and other modifications will correct generic degraded grid voltage issues at CPS.

No equipment or components failed during this event.
|

For further information on this event contact William Carsky, Nuclear Station Engineering j

D:partment, (217) 935-8881 extension 4038.
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